
Walter Gropius  -  Gropius House. 68 baker Bridge Road, Lincoln MA  - 1938
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Held up as great example of international style 
and modernist itself. 

In contradiction, it is a highly contextual building
designed specifically for the New England landscape

“When I built my first house in the USA, I made it apoint to absorb into my own
conception those features of the New England architectural tradition that i still 
found alive and adequate. The fusion of the regional spirit with contemporary 
approach to design produced a house that i would never have built in Europe
with its entirely different climatic, tehcnical and psychological background”
         Walter Gropius, Scope of Total Architecture, 1956

P H I L O S O P H Y

Gropius was adamant to make this an American building
Regional & Vernacular

Standard Raised by Bauhaus InnovationFeatures of the architecture of New England

-Hidden 
Timber 
frame 
structure

Chimney
White Clapboard walls

Glass Blocks

Chromed Banisters

The minimalist color scheme is maintained
throughout the house - black, white,
pale grays and earth colors, with sparsely 
used contrasting splashes of red.

Gropius arrived to America in 1937, after 3 post
Bauhaus years in England. He baceme the director 
of Architecture at Harvard university. Land owner 
Mrs James Storrow gave him a small budget  of 
$18,000 and a 4 acre site near Walden Pond, about 
half an hour from Harvard campus. 

The lightingin the dining room, mixes a single
art gallerwith a spotlight coming from the ceiling,
which covers the circular table below. A second 
spotlight in the study behind the glass wall creates
shadows pf plants creating a natural shadow art.

Gropius uses interiro clapboard for lighting
effects. He sets them up vertically on the 
walls of the entrance at and angle of each
overlapping boards that stops light. 

Walter Gropius design intent was to capture the local architecture texture. Ranging from nature, to context and
climate. He achieved his goal to bring in the Vernacular but at the same time he brought a foreign style into the design 
that was at a subconcious level. Bauhaus was the stepping stone that gave Gropius house it’s final result of Internatio-
nal style and typical New England Architecture Jorge Dussan - History IV Arch 382 - Prof: Sevin Yildiz



1 Cork

2 Polished Chrome Railing

3 Redwood Cladding

4 Vinyl Tile

5 Caesar Stone

6 Ceramic Tile

7 Tar & Gravel Roofing

Cubic Shape

Flat Roof

Diagonal Entrance Canopy

Gropius House - General Geometry 

Rectangular geometry with
irregular diagonal brakes

Program

The program is diverted by a circular
staircase placed at the heart of the plan.
Rooms are open plan. General site in 
open field atop of a hill with multiple
views  to nature.
On the second floor, The architect
 provided three bedrooms and a dressing
 room

While taking a Vernacular approach to site.
the house was distintively modern and 
avant garde, with a flat roof, cubic form
and angular entrance canopy.

Groubnd floor plan layout is fluid. The 
living room and diningroom have an open
plan and the study is separated to the 
side by a glas wall of brick glass.
The maids quarters was also squeezed
 into the 2,300 square foot buildnf on the 
side of the stairwell
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Key Buildings

Furgus Fatory
Alfeld and der Leine
Germany, 1925

Bauhaus Building
Dessau
Germany, 1926

Houses for the Bauhaus Masters
Dessau
Germany, 1926



Oscar Niemeyer-Casa das Canoas, Estrada das Canoas, 
Sao Conrado, Rio de Janeiro. 1950-1955
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Held up as the most significant example of Modern Architecture. 
The Most interesting feature is the fusion of Organic Architecture and
Minimalist  Architecture.

“My concern was to project the residence freely and to adapt it to the 
unevenness of the field without modification, making it into curves, 
so the vegetation could enter them without separation or departure 
from the straight line”

P H I L O S O P H Y

Architecture, Fine Art & Nature John Lautner’s Elrod Residence 

“I’m not attracted to the straight line hard and inflexible created by man. I’m 
attracted to free flowing, sensual curves. The curves that I find in the moun-
tains of my own country, in the sinuousness of its rivers, in the waves of the 
ocean, and in the body of the beloved woman.” 
 Oscar Niemeyer.

It is the closest architectural example to Casa das Canoas in the 
sence that it is also free-flowing and seems to have integrated 
itself with land and slopes, giving both of these drama and 
character in their own way.

“In my view, every architect should have his own architecture and build what he likes and not what others would 
have him build’  Niemeyer said in an interview with Hattie Hartman, Architects’ Journal,22.3.07.

Born in Rio de Janerio, worked with 
Lucio Costa and Le Corbusier on the 
Ministry of Education and Health 
building in Rio.
Appointed chief Architect of the 
Capital of Brasilia becoming intrinsi-
cally ossociated with the city.

The Main characteristic to Neimeyer style of architecture is 
the intimate relationship there is between architecture, fine 
arts and Nature; Where he states  “should all come together”.

In an approach to emphasize the 
architecture Niemeyer’s friend 
Alfredo Ceschiatti decorates the 
house with sculptures of curved 
female bodies witch fit perfectly 
into Niemeyer’s concept.

“Nature doesn’t appear detached or reconstructed artificially but 
is free to intimate itself into every corner of the home”

Rio Chaise Lounge by Oscar Niemeyer

The interior of Casa das Canoas is 
furnished with Rio Chaise lounge 

designed by Oscar Niemeyer, 
which gives “the home a pleasant 
feeling of familiarity” which it also 
follows his concept of free-form 

and curves.

David Ahumada - History IV Arch 382 - Prof: Sevin Yildiz



Thin Flat Roof Slab

Pilotis

Floor to Ceiling Glass Walls

Architecture and Nature

...are key elements to Niemeyer’s Style of 
architecture.  Clearly Inspired by the 
curves of the female body, the landscape, 
eroded hills  and shorelines of Brazil.

The literal introduction of Nature into the 
architecture, the free-flowing design, the 
camouflage of the piloties, floor-to-ceiling 
glass walls that embrace the home...

Program

The first floor is designed as a living room, more 
public, embraced but not divided by the wall-to-
ceiling glass walls which emphasize the Nature not 
only around the house but inside as well.

The lower floor is private, where we find four 
bedrooms, bathrooms, and a library.

Living Room
Dinning Room
Kitchen
Circulation/Hall

Geometry

The first floor plan is designed in free and irregular 
forms, where nature penetrates the architecture 
and it doesn’t only seem as if it was emerging from 
the ground, but also surrounds the property.

The lower floor plan tends to be more linear, and 
private but the concept of Architecture and Nature 
doesn’t not disappear. He allows small opening-
like-windows in the bedrooms for light to pen-
etrate, for one to still have that visual connection 
with nature. 

Bedroom
Bathroom
Library
Sitting Room
Circulation/Hall
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Timber Wood

Stone

Tile

Concrete

Glass

Granite

Key Buildings

Pampulha Complex
Minas Gerais,
Brazil, 1940

National Congress
Brasilia, Brazil, 1958

Metropolitan Cathedral of Brasilia
Brasilia, Brazil
1959

This Materials are used throughout 
the house to differentiate the spaces 



Classic Modern Homes of the Thirties: 
64 Designs by Neutra, Gropius, Breuer, Stone and Others
James Ford, Katherine Morrow Ford

http://www.nps.gov/nhl/designations/samples/ma/gropius.pdf

http://www.galinsky.com/buildings/gropiushouse/index.htm
http://www.greatbuildings.com/buildings/Gropius_House.html
http://www.bauhaus-dessau.de/index.php?masters-houses-by-walter-gropius

COMPARISON ANALYSIS

Gropius House

Casa Das Canoas

Process + Site

 New England Vernacular
“modernist/international”

Enclosure Structure Composition

Guided by solid forms and simple
geometry, the flat-roofed house
is broad based in appearance 
and resembles a tall rectangular 
teapot with plenty of clear sharp 
corners and glass façades.

The gropius family took road 
trips throughout the region to
research how americans had 
adapted to accommodate 
summers and winter.

A hidden wood structure
holds the house in place

http://www.michelekohmorollo.com/resources/Article_Samples/Architeture_and_Interior

Built as a home for the 
Gropius family.

Citations for Gropius House

Citations for Casa Das Canoas

The flat free-flowing concrete 
slab roof is supported by piloties

which emphisizes the enclousure.

The glass facade of Casa das 
Canoas wraps around the free-

flowing shape of the free-open plan,
offers beautiful views over the hill and 

out to the sea.

Casa das Canoas, Estrada das Canoas, 
Sao Conrado, Rio de Janeiro. 1950-1955

“Niemeyer combined the love of fluid
forms with a great sensitivity to site

and nature. As an example of this
the canopy of trees over the 

curvilinear shaped roof echoed by the
form of the pool in front.”

http://www.brazil-travel.net/rio-de-janeiro/city-rio-de-janeiro/3037-sao-conrado.html
http://www.architectureweek.com/2006/0419/classic_home.html
http://www.pushpullbar.com/forums/showthread.php?6445-Rio-de-Janeiro-Canoas-house-Oscar-Niemeyer
http://www.palmspringslife.com/Palm-Springs-Life/February-2009/Daring-Design/

http://www.niemeyer.org.br/

http://boiteaoutils.blogspot.com/2008/08/niemeyers-casa-das-canoas.html
http://simonecollet.tumblr.com

http://katrinakocialkowska.blogspot.com/2010/01/poetry-of-shape-casa-das-canoas.html

http://www.owi.bz/collection/?uid=079d4362-eb5b-40a6-9b51-529f91969604

Also built as family house by 
Niemeyer.

http://news.daylife.com/topic/Oscar_Niemeyer/photos?__site=daylife
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